Residual radio resources are abundant in wireless networks due to dynamic traffic load, which can be exploited to support high throughput for serving non-real-time (NRT) traffic. In this paper, we investigate how to achieve this by resource allocation with predicted time-average rate, which can be obtained from predicted average residual bandwidth after serving real-time traffic and predicted average channel gains of NRT mobile users. We show the connection between the statistics of their prediction errors. We formulate an optimization problem to make a resource allocation plan within a prediction window for NRT users that randomly initiate requests, which aims to fully use residual resources with ensured quality of service (QoS). To show the benefit of knowing the contents to be requested and the request arrival time in advance, we consider two types of NRT services, video on demand and video on reservation. The optimal solution is obtained, and an online policy is developed that can transmit according to the plan after instantaneous channel gains are available. Simulation and numerical results validate our analysis and show a dramatic gain of the proposed method in supporting high arrival rate of NRT requests with given tolerance on QoS.
1
The dynamic nature of wireless traffic comes from user behavior, hence the traffic variation can be explored to boost network throughput by predicting the behavior. While indeed random, human behavior exhibits strong regularity due to routine activity, as reported by big data analysis in a variety of disciplines [3] - [7] . This implies the predictability of behavior-related information, either collectively or individually. For example, the traffic volume and user trajectory are predictable [5] , [8] , [9] , from which future average resource usage status of a network and average channel gains of a user (with the help of a radio map [10] , [11] ) can be derived [12] , [13] , and user preference can be predicted by machine learning such as collaborative filtering [6] , from which the probability of a user requesting a content can be obtained. As a consequence, predictive resource allocation is becoming one possible way to exploit residual resources [13] - [16] , which is applicable for both real-time (RT) and non-real-time (NRT) services [7] .
A. Related Works
For RT traffic such as phone calls, predictive wireless access has been extensively investigated to improve the admission-level quality of service (QoS), say reducing the call dropping rates during handover among adjacent cells [17] . Considering that the information bits are generated randomly by each user and the RT service is with high priority, the major mechanism is to reserve resources for the RT traffic. Mobility prediction has long been used for mobility management to assist handover and for other location-based services, where the prediction granularity is in cell level or even more coarse (say, the next location) [7] , [18] . With the predicted next-cell connection and hand-off time, dynamical resource reservation and call admission control can be used to improve the QoS [18] , [19] .
For NRT traffic such as video on demand (VoD) or file downloading, not only the admissionlevel and packet-level QoS of each user but also the performance of a network can be improved by exploring future information. This is because the videos or files to be transmitted is cacheable meanwhile the delay requirement of NRT traffic is not so stringent. As a result, the videos can be pre-buffered at a mobile station (MS) when the MS is with good channel condition [15] and/or is located in a cell with light traffic load [12] , [16] (i.e., can be served with higher data rate [14] ). In contrast to non-predictive resource allocation that allocates radio resources at each time slot when instantaneous channel gain is available, predictive resource allocation makes a plan for assigning future resources in a prediction window at the start of the window when predicted March 29, 2018 DRAFT information is available. The plan determines which BSs along the trajectory of a MS will serve the MS in which time slots with how much resources (say bandwidth).
Assuming that future instantaneous data rate in the prediction window is known, a resource allocation plan was optimized in [15] to maximize the sum rate over the window, and a plan was made in [13] to minimize the power consumption at BSs without causing stalling for VoD users.
Because the instantaneous rate is hard to predict, a more realistic assumption is knowing the rate statistics in the future, say average data rate [14] or data rate distribution [20] . Noticing that the rate prediction is inevitably inaccurate even in average, a robust predictive resource allocation was proposed in [21] , where the prediction errors on future rates are modelled as Gaussian noise.
B. Motivation and Contributions
All existing works implicitly assume that multiple NRT users initiate their requests simultaneously at the start of a prediction window. This assumption implies that the content to be requested and the exact request arrival time are known in advance, because the request arrivals are random and highly asynchronous in practice. However, only the probability of a content to be requested is predictable [6] and the exact request arrival time is hard to predict if not impossible. As a consequence, it is unreasonable to assume knowing all future NRT request arrivals, unless the NRT users make reservations before truly requesting the videos or files as in video on reservation (VoR) [22] .
Besides, most priori research efforts assume that the future data rate is perfectly available or known with some statistics of prediction errors, but rarely address how the rate is predicted or how the error statistics are connected with the errors of predictable information.
Moreover, the time-varying rate is assumed only coming from large scale channel variation due to user mobility. This assumption implies that all radio resources can be used for NRT users.
However, both RT and NRT requests may arrive in a cell, where the requests of RT users need to be served with higher priority and the requests of NRT users can be served with the residual resources after serving RT traffic. Therefore, the average rate of a NRT user depends not only on the trajectory but also on the variation of traffic load. This fact is largely overlooked in the literature of predictive resource allocation.
In this paper, we strive to demonstrate the performance gain of predictive resource allocation in supporting high throughput. To show the gain in real world networks, the request arrivals of NRT users are no longer assumed as synchronous. To show the benefit from knowing the contents to be conveyed and the request arrival time in advance, we consider two types of NRT services, VoD or VoR. We assume that average channel gains and average residual bandwidth are predictable from the traffic load and user trajectory prediction, by using the methods in [12] , [13] , with which the average rate prediction can be derived. Since predicting user behavior is not an easy task, we show how the prediction errors of average rate are translated from those of predicted average channel gains and average residual bandwidth, and when it can be modelled as Gaussian as assumed in [21] . Such analysis can help understand the gain from predicting different kinds of information and the required prediction accuracy to achieve the gain, which provides guidance for behavior prediction and facilitates robust optimization for predictive resource allocation.
The major contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
• We show the connection of the statistics of errors between the predicted average rate and the predicted average residual bandwidth and average channel gain, by resorting to the principle of maximum entropy. We find that the prediction error of average rate mainly depends on the prediction error of average residual bandwidth, which implies that the user trajectory are unnecessary to be predicted accurately.
• We formulate a problem to optimize resource allocation plan for randomly arrived NRT users that can exploit network residual resources in a prediction window. To maximize the request arrival rate of the NRT users that the network can support and accommodate the uncertainty of requested content and request arrival time within the window, we minimize a weighted total transmission time with ensured maximal waiting time of the NRT users. We demonstrate the gain of the obtained optimal solution over priori solutions for predictive resource allocation by simulations.
Notations: · denotes Euclidean norm, and | · | denotes magnitude, E{·} and D{·} denote expectation and variance, N(·) and U(·) denote Gaussian and uniform distributions, respectively.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II, we introduce channel and transmission models as well as a general traffic model with randomly arrived NRT requests.
In section III, we analyze the prediction error statistics of average rate, formulate the resource allocation planning optimization problem, and find the optimal solution. In section IV, a transmission policy according to the plan is provided. Simulation and numerical results are shown in section V, and the paper is concluded in section VI. Assume that there is a central processor (CP) in the network, which makes the resource allocation plan for serving the NRT users within a prediction window.
A. Traffic and Channel Models
The requests of NRT users arrive at the network randomly and asynchronously. Each MS requests a video, either on-demand (i.e., VoD) or on reservation (i.e., VoR). For a MS demanding VoD service (called VoD MS), the CP can make the plan for resource allocation at the moment of the MS initiating its request. For the MS demanding VoR service (called VoR MS), the CP makes the plan at the moment of the MS making the reservation, which is earlier than the time instant that the MS starts to play the video. A video file is divided into multiple segments and then coded. Each segment is a stand-alone unit. Once a segment is completely received by a MS, it can be decoded and played out. To avoid playback interruption due to empty playout buffers, a segment should be conveyed to the MS before the end of playing previous segment.
Time is discretized into frames each with duration ∆, and each frame includes T s time slots, each with duration of unit time (say 1 ms). The durations are defined according to the variation of large scale channel fading (including path-loss and shadowing) and small scale fading due to user mobility, respectively. Assume that the large scale channel gain (also called average channel gain) remains constant within each frame and may vary among frames, and the small scale channel gain (i.e., instantaneous channel gain, also called channel state information (CSI) in literature) remains constant within each time slot and varies among time slots with independent and identically distribution (i.i.d.). For notational simplicity, we set the duration of the prediction window as T f frames and the playback duration for each segment as T seg frames, and we assume that each segment contains B bits and each segment needs to play at the beginning of a frame. For the network only with VoR traffic in addition to RT traffic, we set the time instant that MS K makes the reservation as the start time of the prediction window. At this moment, K − 1 VoR MSs have already made the reservation, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . For VoR MSs, the initial delay is 0, i.e., T w,k = 0, k = 1, . . . , K.
B. Transmission Model
To exploit residual resource, only the MS with highest average channel gain is associated with a BS, who serves the MS with all residual bandwidth and transmit power. According to the resource allocation plan, there may exist multiple NRT users in each cell that should be served simultaneously. To avoid multi-user interference, various multiple access techniques can be applied. For easy exposition, we consider time division multiple access, i.e., these MSs are served in different time slots. Then, maximal ratio transmission (MRT) is the optimal beamforming and hence the achievable rate of MS k in the tth time slot of the jth frame can be expressed as,
where W j,t and p j,t are respectively the residual bandwidth and transmit power in the tth time slot of the jth frame. In order to reflect the residual bandwidth after serving randomly arrived RT services with random service time, we model W j,t as i.i.d. random variables in all time slots of the jth frame [12] . h k j,t ∈ C Nt×1 is the small scale Rayleigh fading channel vector with
is the large scale channel gain in the jth frame, and N 0 is the noise power spectrum density. For easy analysis, assume that the residual transmit power is proportional to the residual bandwidth as in [16] , i.e., p j,t = W j,t P max /W max . Then, the time-average achievable rate in the jth frame (called average rate for short) of MS k can be expressed as,
where
P max is instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and σ 2 = N 0 W max .
III. RESOURCE ALLOCATION PLANNING WITH PREDICTED INFORMATION
In this section, we first show the connection between the statistics of prediction errors of the average rate and those of the average channel gain and residual bandwidth. Then, we formulate a resource allocation planning problem to use the residual resources for serving randomly arrived VoD MSs, and obtain the optimal solution. Finally, we extend the results to the network serving VoR MSs.
A. Statistics of Prediction Errors of Average Rate
The small scale channel gain h k j,t is hard to predict beyond the channel coherence time, and the instantaneous residual bandwidth in each time slot W j,t is neither. As a result, the instantaneous data rate R k j,t is hard to predict if not impossible. Fortunately, the trajectory of every NRT user and the traffic load of RT service at every BS are predictable within the prediction window [5] , [8] , [9] . Then, the CP can predict the average channel gains in each frame for each MS with the help of a radio map [15] , as well as the average residual bandwidth in each frame at each BS with the predicted traffic load [12] . In practice, the prediction is never perfect. Denote the predicted residual bandwidth in the jth frame as W j , which is with mean value of W j and variance σ 
By using the predicted residual bandwidth in each frame as the residual bandwidth in each time slot and using the predicted average channel gain, and considering that h k j,t is i.i.d., if T s → ∞, then from (1) and (2) we can express the predicted time-average rate as,
where the average is taken over small scale channel.
For a random variable X, the expectation of its function ϕ(X) can be approximated as [24] E{ϕ(X)} = E{ϕ(µ
where µ x = E{X}, and the approximation is accurate when the variance of X is small. With this approximation and E{ h (3) can be approximated as,
which is accurate when N t is large.
The prediction errors of W j and α k j depend on the prediction algorithms of traffic load and user trajectory as well as the interpolation algorithms to derive the fine-grained average residual bandwidth and average channel gain from a coarse-grained prediction and radio map construction.
There is no model available for the distribution of W j and α k j in the literature that are validated by viable algorithms on real data trace. To gain some useful insight, we model the predictions according to the principle of maximum entropy [25] . With given mean value and variance, Gaussian distribution is with maximum entropy, and with given upper and lower bounds, uniform distribution is with maximum entropy [26] . Since the mean value and variance of the prediction of traffic load (and hence residual bandwidth) could be obtained [8] , the predicted average residual bandwidth can be modelled as Gaussian distribution. Since user trajectory in a short horizon is bounded by road topology [9] and shadowing can be approximated as bounded, we model the predicted average channel gain as uniform distribution. Then, the following proposition shows how the statistics of the prediction errors of average residual bandwidth and average channel gain translate to the statistics of the prediction errors of average data rate. Such a relation can provide a design guidance for the required accuracy on predicting average residual bandwidth and average channel gain. March 29, 2018 DRAFT
(iv) the predicted average and instantaneous SNRs are large and δ
and variance
is biased, the impact of the prediction bias of large scale channel gain is much smaller than that of the residual bandwidth on the prediction bias of average rate. 
B. Optimizing the Resource Allocation Plan for the VoD MSs
At the beginning of the prediction window, the CP can make a resource allocation plan for serving the NRT users with the predicted time-average rates. To achieve the goal of fully using the residual resources for supporting high throughput of NRT users, we optimize the plan (i.e., the time resources allocated to the VoD MSs) denoted as [s 1 , . . . ,
and s k j ∈ [0, 1] is the percentage of the time slots assigned to MS k in the jth frame. Denote the objective function as f (s 1 , . . . , s K ). To maximize the arrival rate (i.e., throughput)
of the NRT users that the network can support, one way is to directly maximize the amount of data transmitted during the prediction window (equivalent to maximize the sum rate over the window [15] ) or to indirectly minimize the total transmission time, each with ensured QoS [13] .
Yet such objectives cannot exploit residual resources in the network with randomly arrived VoD March 29, 2018 DRAFT requests. To help understand how to find a proper objective function to achieve our goal, we first analyze the behavior of the policies optimized toward these two objectives in a special case:
there is only one VoD MS in the network, who requests only one segment (i.e., N 1 = 1) at the reference time. Then, the playback duration is T seg frames, and the QoS is to complete the transmission for the B bits before the playback of the segment.
In this special case, the problem that maximizes the overall amount of data transmitted over the prediction window meanwhile ensures no stalling for the VoD MS can be simplified as,
, and ∆ is a constant and hence is removed from the objective function. It is easy to find that if the BS can transmit B bits to the MS during T seg frames, the optimal solution is any vector s 1 satisfying Tseg j=1 s 1 j R 1 j ∆ = B and (9c), which is not unique. 1 In this case where the residual resource in the BS is sufficient to convey the B bits, the objective function is no use at all, because there are only B bits required to transmit in the window. Otherwise, if the constraint in (9b) cannot be satisfied, the problem is infeasible. In this case where the residual resource is insufficient for ensuring the QoS of the VoD MS, a simple technique is to use all residual resources in T seg frames for transmission. This suggests that such a formulation is not appropriate to optimize predictive resource allocation for the network with residual resources.
In the special case, another problem that minimizes the total transmission time in the window 1 When N1 > 1, the optimal solution of this problem (i.e., the allocated resources to transmit all the N1 segments) is still not unique. This is because the QoS constraint becomes meanwhile ensures no stalling can be simplified as
, and again ∆ is removed from the objective function. We can see that if both problems (9) and (10) are feasible, then the optimal solution of problem (10) is one of the solution of problem (9) that minimizes the total time for transmission. Problem (10) is a linear programming, which can be solved by the simplex problem. If the problem is feasible, the solution can be expressed as,
Tseg . It can be seen that the CP always sequentially selects the frames in the window with the largest achievable rates for transmission. Now, we come back to the general problem with multiple MSs each with multiple segments.
In practice, a new request for VoD traffic may arrive in the prediction window, but the arrival time is hard to know at the reference time. With the solution of problem (10) , when the new VoD MS arrives, some VoD MSs whose requests already arrive at the reference time (e.g., one or more MSs among MS 1 · · · MS K−1 in Fig. 1 ) may not have received any bits due to still not experiencing the best channels. Then, the VoD MSs may compete for the remaining time resources in the window, and the resources before the new MS arrives is wasted.
Inspired by the observation from the analysis on the special case, we introduce an alternative objective function. To fully use the residual resources under the uncertainty on future arrived requests, the data of the arrived VoD MSs should be transmitted in the earlier frames that are closer to the reference time. A natural way to employ more time slots in the early frames is to define the objective function for multiple MSs as f (s 1 , . . . ,
, where the weighting function ω(j) should increase with j. To balance the usage of the early frames close to the reference time and those with higher rate, we can simply set ω(j) = j as an illustration. March 29, 2018 DRAFT We can also select other weighting functions, which do not change the optimization problem and achieve similar performance.
To control the QoS of the VoD MSs, we impose constraint on the maximal waiting time for each MS to watch the total video, T mw ∆, which is the sum of the initial delay and overall time of stalling during playback. Then, the expected deadline of MS k for transmitting all required
there are N k segments to be played, and the playback duration of each segment is T seg ∆. To exploit the resources in the network and guarantee the QoS of the K MSs whose requests have arrived at the reference time, the resource planning problem is formulated as,
P1
: min
where (12b) and (12c) are the QoS constraints, (12d) is the total resource constraint at the ith BS, and K j,i is the set of MSs in the coverage of the ith BS in the jth frame.
Problem P1 has two kinds of variables, the first is the maximal waiting time T mw , and the second is the resource planning vector s k j . When the value of T mw is fixed, the problem reduces to a linear programming [27] as follows, P2 : min
since (12d) and (12e) become linear constraints of variables s k j . Then, problem P2 can be easily solved if the problem is feasible.
When T mw decreases, the feasible region of problem P2 reduces. The minimal value of T mw to make problem P2 feasible can be found by bisection searching, which is denoted as T * mw . March 29, 2018 DRAFT Given this value of T * mw , the optimal resources assigned to the K MSs can be obtained as Since more than one MS may be associated with a BS, user scheduling is necessary at each time slot. To maximize the number of satisfied MSs (i.e., the NRT users whose video files are completely conveyed before their expected deadline), the BS schedules the MSs according to their transmission progress, defined as
which is the amount of data ought to be accumulatively conveyed at the end of the Jth frame (J = 1, · · · , T f ). It can be computed by the CP at the start of the prediction window after making the resource allocation plan.
In the tth time slot of the Jth frame, the set of MSs who are planned to be served by the ith BS but have not caught up the transmission progress can be expressed as
To exploit the residual resources, the ith BS selects the MS with maximal instantaneous achievable rate from this MS set, i.e., according to the following rule
Then, the ith BS serves the k * th MS with MRT using the instantaneous residual transmit power and residual bandwidth W j,t and p j,t .
Due to the prediction error on the time-average rate, it may happen that some MSs do not catch up the transmission progress at the end of a frame. In this case, the BS transmits the remaining data to these MSs at the beginning of the next frame, no matter if other segments need to be transmitted in the frame. After the remaining data have been conveyed, the BSs start to transmit the segments according to the plan. Despite that such a strategy may cause a "mismatch" between actual transmission progress and the planned progress, the mismatch can be controlled by the re-plan mechanism.
V. SIMULATION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we validate previous analysis via numerical results and demonstrate the performance gain of predictive resource allocation by simulations.
A. Simulation Set-Up
Consider a cellular network with six BSs, each equipped with N t = 8 antennas, which are Mbytes is played out for T seg = 10 s. The prediction window contains T f = 300 frames. Each frame is with duration of one second, and each time slot is with duration ∆ = 10 ms, i.e., each frame contains T s = 100 time slots (which is far from infinity as we assumed in analysis).
The video requests of the MSs randomly arrive only between the 1st frame and 100th frame in the prediction window (when they arrive uniformly within the 300 frames, the results are similar).
To 
B. Resource Allocation Schemes for Comparison and Evaluation Metrics
We consider several resource allocation schemes for comparison, which can be divided into two categories of predictive and non-predictive schemes. With predictive schemes, the CP can make resource allocation plan with the predicted time-average rate in (5), while with non-predictive schemes, the CP does not predict any information, as listed in the following.
Predictive schemes:
• Proposed: The resource allocation plan is found from the solution of problem P2, and the transmission policy in section IV is used.
• Max-Throughput: The resource allocation plan is made to maximize the time-average sum rate over the prediction window under the constraints in (12b)-(12e) (the optimization problem degenerates into problem (9) when there is only one MS and the video is only with one segment), which has the same objective function as the method proposed in [15] . Since the optimal solution is not unique, we can use any solution found from the constraints.
• Min-Time: This is the method proposed in [13] , where the resource allocation plan is made to minimize the total transmission time of all MSs in the prediction window (the optimization problem degenerates into problem (10) when there is only one MS and the video is only with one segment).
Non-predictive schemes:
• Non-predictive w/o QoS: Each BS serves all MSs with best effort. In each time slot, the BS only serves the MS with the highest instantaneous data rate.
• Non-predictive w QoS: This is the scheme proposed in [28] , where each BS serves the We consider a typical scenario where MS k is served by a busy BS at the jth frame, i.e., to the BS when the MS moves along a straight line across the cell. Fig. 3(b) shows the accuracy of the approximations used in (6) and (7) when W j follows Gaussian distribution and α k j follows uniform or Gaussian distribution . Fig 3(c) shows the impact of variance of prediction errors of W j and α k j on the prediction error of R k j when W j and α k j are unbiased predictions. To unity the units, the prediction error statistic is measured by coefficient of variation (CV, i.e., ζ = σ W j / W j , taking residual bandwidth as an example). Fig. 3(d) shows the impact of the prediction bias of when the average SNR is larger than 15 dB. This implies that the relation between the prediction error statistics provided in the proposition are valid for predictive resource allocation, since its basic idea is to transmit at good channel condition [15] . Fig. 3(c) shows that the CV of W j has larger impact on the CV of R k j compared to the CV of α k j . Fig. 3(d) shows that when W j is with bias, the bias of R k j grows linearly with the bias of W j , while when α k j is with bias, the prediction bias of R k j grows logarithmically with the prediction bias of α k j . This indicates that the variance and bias of W j have larger impact on those of R k j , which validates the proposition. 2) Performance gain brought by prediction: To demonstrate the gain from prediction, we compare "Proposed" scheme with "Non-predictive w QoS" scheme in Fig. 4 . Furthermore, by comparing the performance of serving VoD and VoR MSs with each scheme, we can observe the gain from knowing the contents to be transmitted and the request arrival time in advance before the MSs initiate requests.
By comparing "Proposed" scheme with "Non-predictive w QoS" scheme either when serving VoD or when serving VoR traffic, we can see remarkable gain from the prediction of future rate. By comparing the results obtained for VoR and VoD MSs with "Proposed" scheme or with "Non-predictive w QoS" scheme, we can observe the additional gain of knowing the contents to be requested and the request arrival time, which is dramatic even with only 10 s reservation in March 29, 2018 DRAFT 
(a) Numerical and simulated PDF of average rate. Wj: biased , α k j :unbiased, SNR=5dB
Wj: unbiased , α k j :biased, SNR=5dB
Wj: unbiased , α k j :biased, SNR=35dB
(d) Impact of the bias of Wj and α k j on the bias of R k j . Fig. 3 . Validating the proposition. In the legends, "G" and "U" stand for Gaussian and uniform distributions, respectively.
advance. Moreover, the performance gap between these two schemes increases with the increase of reservation time. This indicates that the gain from predicting future rate will be even larger if the content to be requested and the request arrival time can be predicted.
3) Impact of using CSI: Most of existing works of predictive resource allocation do not consider CSI both in optimization and in simulation, either by assuming that the small scale channel gain is static in each frame or by stating that its variation over time slots can be averaged out in a frame. However, the small scale channels of mobile users are impossible static, which in fact vary much faster than the large scale channels. On the other hand, despite that the variation of small scale channel gains among time slots in a frame can indeed be averaged out when deriving the time-average rate of a frame if the gains are i.i.d., this does not mean that they can be ignored during transmission. In practical cellular networks, CSI can be estimated at the BS by training at the start of each time slot. To help understand where the gain of our solution over existing works (as shown in the sequel) comes from, we compare the proposed scheme with "Min-Time" scheme, both with or without using CSI, using the following way. When not using CSI during transmission in each time slot, both schemes schedule users sequentially. We can observe the performance loss in QoS, especially when the average request arrival rate is high. Extensive simulations show that the schemes using CSI provide less stalling frequency than those without CSI, which are not shown for conciseness. In Fig. 6 , we show the maximal average request arrival rate of the VoD MSs versus the expected maximal stalling time of each MS, which reflect the capability of supporting high throughput for VoD service by exploiting residual resources. It is shown that when the maximal stalling time is 10s, the gain of "Proposed" over "Non-predictive w/o QoS" is 230%, the gain over "Non-predictive w QoS" is 110%, the gain over "Min-Time" is 33%, and the gain over "Max-Throughput" is 29%. We can also see that the performance loss caused by prediction errors is 10% when "Proposed" scheme is adopted.
In Fig. 7 , we show the average total stalling time of all the MSs versus the average request arrival rate of the MSs, which can reflect the average QoS of the MSs for a given traffic load.
It is shown that when the average request arrival rate is 0.5 requests/s, the gain of "Proposed" over "Non-predictive w QoS" in terms of reducing the average total stalling time is 98%, the gain over "Non-predictive w/o QoS" is 84%, the gain over "Min-Time" is 76%, and the gain over "Max-Throughput" is 43%. We can also see that the performance loss caused by prediction errors is 54% when "Proposed" scheme is used. In Fig. 8 , we show the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of several key performance indicators to characterize the QoS of the VoD MSs when the average request arrival rate is 0.5 requests/s. As expected, "Proposed" scheme can provide the lowest stalling frequency, stalling time, and maximal stalling time among all schemes.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigated the potential of predictive resource allocation in supporting high request arrival rate of VoD service by exploiting network residual resources. To this end, we formulated a problem to optimize resource allocation plan with predicted time-average rate Since the proof is the same for all MSs, in the sequel we omit the superscript k for notational simplicity.
i) We first show that R j = R j −R j follows Gaussian distribution. Because R j = 
deterministic. Then, the distribution of R j depends on R j . Hence, we only need to prove that
If α j − δ j /2 ≤ α j ≤ α j + δ j /2, the PDF of γ j log 2 ( α j Nt σ 2 P max ) can be expressed as [29] ,
σ 2 N t P max , and
Then, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of R j ≈ W j γ j can be obtained as,
where f (W ) j (·) is the PDF of W j . Since w < r g + j in the first term, i.e., r/w > g + j , according to (A.1) the inner integral in the first term equals 1. Similarly, since w > r g + j in the second term, i.e., r/w < g + j , the inner integral in the second term is less than 1. Hence,
When r g 
which holds when δ j α j or α j σ 2 N t P max is large. ii) We then derive the mean value of the prediction error R j . To this end, we derive the mean value of R j (denoted as R j ) and the mean value of R j (denoted as R j ). To derive R j , we first derive the mean value of log 2 1 + α j h j,t 2 σ 2 P max , which is denoted as µ j . Since α j ∼ U( α j − δ j /2, α j + δ j /2) and the small scale channel is Rayleigh fading, it can be derived as,
is the PDF of h j,t 2 , which is
When the predicted instantaneous SNR 1, log 2 1 +
After substituting (A.6) and further considering the integral result, 
Since the residual bandwidth is independent from small scale channels of the NRT users, the mean value of the predicted time-average rate can be obtained as,
Similarly, the mean value of the time-average rate can be derived as 9) where W j = E{W j,t }, and the approximation is accurate when the instantaneous SNR is large.
Therefore, we obtain the mean value of the prediction error as in (6) with µ j as in (8b).
iii) Next, we derive the variance of the prediction error. Since R j is deterministic when T s → ∞, we only need to derive D{ R j }. We first derive the the variance of By using the following integral result similarly derived as in obtaining (A.7), 2) W j is unbiased and α j is biased: W j = W j and α j = ηα j , where η > 0 is a factor reflecting how large the bias α j −α j is. Again, when N t is large, the bias of the predicted time-average rate can be derived from (A.8) and (A.9) as,
Again, using 19) which means that the impact of the prediction bias of large scale channel gain is much smaller than that of residual bandwidth on the prediction bias of time-average rate. 2 Since limx→∞ x ln(1 + 
